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ABSTRACT

The interstitial space (ISS) can be thought of as an organ of
translocation. Defined in this way the concentration of any substance
in the ISS is equal to the ratio of an input to a clearance function.
When substances accumulate, there is a disturbance of one or both
functions. The three phase anatomy of the ISS give it unique properties including a high resistance to bulk flow, normal or even augmented diffusion of small ions, marked restriction to macromolecular
transport, and some specificity for binding certain substances.
Depositional disease in the interstitium can be approached in terms
of minimizing the input function or maximizing the clearance function
of the deposited substance. In the near future the clinician will
have access to important physical parameters of the ISS.
INTRODUCTION
Despite the fact that the space between cells acts as policeman
for every nutrient or waste molecule traffickingbetween the cell and
the blood capillary, clinicianshave largely neglected to study this
major pathway called the interstitial space (ISS). Although basic
research on the ISS has been voluminous, the critical issues important
for clinical medicine have scarcely been defined, so that little of
the basic research has had much relevance to the practice of medicine.
This review will attempt to define such issues of the ISS. Specifically I shall develop the concept that the ISS is an organ of translocation, look at its anatomy and physiology, examine its diseases,
and suggest types of therapy--some real, some as yet only theoretically possible.
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ISS as an organ of translocation
A useful definition of an organ of translocation is a collection
of cells, tubules, and/or specialized fluid which regulates and maintains constant the level of some substance in some space in the body.
If we consider the concentration of any substance, X, in the body-whether measured in mass per ml blood, per gram tissue, or per kg
body--this concentration represents the ratio of an input function of
X in mass/time to the clearance function of X in ml blood, or gram
tissue, or kg body turned over per unit time (1). Table 1 shows
several examples of such levels in the body and the input and clearance functions of the regulating organs.

Table 1
Steady State Concentration of Substances
with Component Input and Clearance Functions
Concentration
of Substance

=

Input
Function

L

Clearance
Function

Serum Creatinine
0.01 mglml

=

Muscle synthesis
1 mglmin

+

Renal excretion
100 mllmin

Serum Bilirubin

=

Red blood cell
hemolysis
167 rglmin

i

Liver excretion

GI absorption and
liver synthesis
7.29 mglmin

+

Diet + parenteral fluid

+

Interstitial transport
excretory sites in
kidney, skin, lungs,
GI tract
0.357 body/day

+

Interstitial transport to
lymphatics
1 x1o-4
body/day

5 &ml
Serum Albumin

=

40 mglml
Interstitial

Fluid’

=

11.2 l/body
Interstitial

Fat?

=

Diet
1 g/day

70 Kg man
1% of dietary fat moves into ISS
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GI degradation
0.182 mllmin

4 llday

10,000 g/body
*Assuming
tAssuming

33.4 mllmin

to

The first and most familiar example of this relationship is that the
level of serum creatinine is equal to the ratio of the input function
of creatinine (1 mg/minf from the muscles to the clearance function
(100 ml/min) due to creatinine excretion by the kidneys. Next is the
so-called liver function test of serum bilirubin which is equal to
the ratio of two different functions: the input rate of bilirubin
from the red cell mass (167 ug/min) to the clearance function of the
liver (33.4 ml/min). The liver may appear also in the numerator of
the ratio as in the case of serum albumin where the input function is
the sum of gastrointestinal absorption and liver synthesis, and the
clearance function is mediated through gastrointestinal tract where
albumin is degraded. The last two entries in Table 1 show how the ISS
fits into the scheme we have outlined. In the case of interstitial
fluid, a reasonable average level in a 70 kg man would be 11.2 l/body,
which is the ratio of dietary plus parenteral fluid input of 4 l/day
to an ISS delivery function to a variety of ports of exit from the body
including the kidney, skin, lungs, and gastrointestinal tract itself
amounting to a total of 0.357 of the body per day. In the case of
interstitial fat which is much more variable than fluid, if we assume
only 1% of dietary fat moves into the general ISS per day, then an
average level of 10,000 grams of fat would be a steady-state level of
fat in a body with an ISS clearance rate chiefly through the lymphatics
of about 1 ten thousandth of the body per day.
To recapitulate--the ISS is an organ of translocation serving to
deliver into itself through the permeable segments of the vascular tree
and through extrusive processes of cells a variety of substances which
move through the ISS. Excretion of these materials from the ISS and
eventually back into the outside world is a clearance function of the
ISS subserved by many different outlets including the capillaries, cells,
lymphatics and a variety of tubes exiting the body including renal
tubules, the sweat ducts, and the respiratory and gastrointestinal
tracts.
Disease of an organ of translocation
Several corollaries follow from our proposition that the ISS is an
organ of translocation. If the concentration of a material in the ISS
is used as a marker which identifies and quantitates a specific disease
process-such as too much water (edema), too much fat (atherosclerosis),
too much uric acid (tophaceous gout), too much interstitial matrix
(myxedema), or too little water (dehydration); then it follows that
such a disturbance is brought about by an abnormality of input function
or clearance function or both.
Anatomy

of the ISS
The ISS can be divided into three phases illustrated in Figure 1.
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Phases: f-f
t

-

1. Liquid

Soluble Macromolecules

3. Gel Meshwork

Figure 1. Schematic three phase diagram of interstitial anatomy.
Note that the matrix crowds external macromolecules together and
leaves few of them in its interstices.
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The first is a fluid phase consisting of water and the dissolved small
ions and molecules characterizing the extracellular fluid. The second
phase is the dissolved macromolecules mostly of serum protein at concentrations varying from 30 to 80% of the parent plasma depending on a
host of factors including location, venous pressure, diet, disease
processes, etc. (2). Since the capillary membranes highly restrict
the transvascular movement of these proteins, the proteins impart an
osmotic pressure across the permeable segments of the vascular epithelium. This is called oncotic pressure to differentiate it from the
osmotic pressure of the small molecules , which is not effective across
capillaries since the small substances move along with the ease of
water flux. The third and most distinctive phase of the LSS is that
known as the matrix consisting of long chain molecules of collagen and
polysaccharide of various types, shapes, and sizes. For example,
hyaluronic acid can have molecular weights up to 10,000,000 and an unfolded length of 10 microns. As indicated in the bottom of Figure 1,
the interstices of the matrix are too small to allow many of the large
protein molecules into the interior parts of the matrix. This crowds
the protein molecules closer to each other outside the matrix than
would be the case if only fluid and macromolecular phases were present.
Because the matrix excludes the solubilized macromolecules from a volume
which otherwise would be availabfeto them, this phenomenon is known as
exclusion and accounts for a larger oncotic pressure outside the matrix
than if the matrix were not present and a larger oncotic pressure outside the matrix than in the aqueous phase of the internal portion of
the matrix. This produces dehydration of the matrix with some collapse
until the spring-like forces of elastic recoil and the interior oncotic
pressure together come intu equilibrium with the enhanced external protein oncotic pressure bringing the net movement of wamr between the
outside and the inside of the matrix to zero (3-6). This exclusion of
macromolecules from the interior of the matrix can be seen in electron
micrographs of the ISS in which plasma protein has been labeled with an
electron dense marker (7). Figure 2 shows the distribution of a dense
macromolecule injected intravenously and allowed to equilibrate. The
marker has spread through the ISS, yet one can see in the ISS clear
areas along side the venule where the matrix excludes the probe molecule. Note also the heterogeneity of the matrix placement, since no
exclusion is apparent in the space separating venous endothelial cells.
This supports the view of most investigators that this space is continuous with the intravascular plasma space.
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Figure 2. A pericytic venule (VP) of a mouse injected with
hemeundecapeptide (MWT U900, molecular diameter C2Og) which
appears as the dark black granular substance in the vascular
lumen, between endothelial cells, and in the non-excluded portions of the interstitial space noted here as ps (this figure
from reference 7 is reprinted from Microvascular Research with
permission of the publisher and Dr. Nicolae Simionescu).
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Six Properties of the ISS
Extensive reviews of each of these major properties is to be
found in an excellent paper by T. C. Laurent (6). We shall only
briefly discuss each of the features here.
1. The ISS consists of narrow aqueous channels, and therefore
there is a very high resistance to bulk or convective flow. It is
estimated that about l/10 as much fluid flows through the ISS by
bulk or convective flow as moves through the adjacent permeable segments of the vascular tree.
2. Diffusion of water through the maze of the interstitium
occurs at a rate equal to the free diffusion rates of water through
itself. In other words, although the ISS matrix impedes the convective flow of water, it does not impede the diffusion of water.
At this point it would be useful to discuss the relative contributions
of diffusive and convective flux through the ISS. If we use published
values for capillary bulk flow velocity, values for free diffusion
constants for water at 37OC(S)and relative volumes for interstitial
and capillary spaces, we should be able to construct a plot of how
far a water molecule moves by convection or diffusion through capillaries
or ISS as a function of time. Figure 3 is such a plot with the upper
two curves showing the movement of water by convection in the capillary
and by diffusion respectively.
Bulk flow in capillary
Water diffusion
“Fast” Albumin diffusion
Bulk flow in interstitium
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Figure 3. Plot of diffusion and convection rates in microns as a
function of time in milliseconds. Note particularly that over short
distances less than 3 microns, transport of water by diffusion is more
rapid than transport of water by bulk flow in capillaries. See text
for details.
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Bulk flow, which is driven by a hydrostatic pressure gradient, describes
the major movement of water in the capillary. Molecules in this stream
of motion move as a linear function of time so that a water molecule
starting out at the beginning of the capillary moves one micron down
the capillary in one millisecond, two microns in two milliseconds, and
so forth. As has already been mentioned in the first property of the
ISS, the linear velocity of molecules traveling by bulk flow outside
the capillary is extremely slow compared to those inside the capillary.
The bottom curve in Figure 3 describes the linear distance traveled by
water moving by convection through the ISS with a velocity or slope of
only 3% of the intracapillary curve.
Turning now to the curve describing diffusion of water through
the interstitium, we notice several features. First, due to the diffusion law, the curve of distance versus time is a rotated parabola with
distance proportional to the square root of time. Since it decelerates
with increasing time, it is obvious that the farther molecules have to
move, the less effective diffusion is as a mechanism for transport, and
the more effective convection becomes. This is reflected in an ever
widening difference between the capillary bulk flow distance traveled
and the diffusion distance traveled as time increases beyond about 2.3
milliseconds. However, when the distances to be traveled are short,
that is less than 2 to 3 microns, the diffusive movement of water exceeds the convective movement even in the rapidly flowing blood capillary.
For example, by the time a water molecule travels only l/2 a micron down
the capillary by convection a corresponding water molecule outside the
capillary would have traveled over twice that distance and probably already been ingested by a cell, Thus, we see that bulk flow in the ISS
is a very sluggish process, and that over the few microns which water
has to travel from capillary to cell the predominant transport 1s by
diffusion.
3. In marked contradistinction to the case for small molecules,
macromolecular diffusion as well as convection through the interstitium
is markedly retarded.
As seen at the bottom of Figure 3 when albumin diffuses, and
mvement is plotted as though the albumin were diffusirgin water, then
even at the fastest possible rates, the molecule moves very slowly.
In the interstitium, diffusivemovement of albumin would be decreased
markedly even below this very sluggish rate.
4. Macromolecules and even small asymmetric molecules are
"trapped but free" if they enter the interstices of the matrix. This
can produce marked changes in the properties of the matrix interior.
For example, if a molecule trapped in the matrix is free to spin in the
interior aqueous phase, it forms an active osmotic particle tending to
keep the interior hydrated. However, if the particle grows too large,
or is too concentrated, or has an alteration in charge--it may precipitate and bind to the matrix structure becoming for all practical
purposes a part of the matrix. Since by this action it stops contributing to the osmotic pressure of the matrix interior, the osmotic
pressure of the interior decreases causing water to be lost to the
exterior. The particles remaining dissolved in the interior may
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precipitate more causing further dehydration -and precipitation. Hence,
we see a potential mechanism in which the matrix can alter greatly its
internal water and solute content.
Marked changes in water content may occur in the interstitial
matrix in states of generalized edema formation. It would be appropriate here to look at the three forms of edema which we recognize in
clinical medicine in terms of the properties of the interstitium just
outlined. Figure 4 shows the basic physics of edema formation according to concepts reviewed here and discussed in detail by Stromberg and
Wiederhielm to explain the three types of clinically recognized edema
(9). At the top is the normal ISS with an external aqueous phase with
dissolved protein shown as small black ellipses and the fluid filled
matrices shown as the hatched circles. The aqueous volume inside the
matrix has a low mobility meaning a low convection flow rate to any
Presumsd mechanisms of edema characteristics (after Wiederhielm, 1973)

(lymphedema)

Figure 4. Pathogenesis of three types of edema formation
according to concepts put forth in reference 9.
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applied pressure gradient, and the fluid outside the matrix has a much
higher mobility. In the second panel is the new ISS conformation when
generalized salt retaining states supervene such as congestive heart
&lure (CHF), nephrosis and cirrhosis--associated with increased
transudation of fluid across the capillary. This produces a dilution
of the protein outside the matrix thus lowering its oncotic pressure.
Since pressure inside and outside the matrix must come to equilibrium,
the internal spaces will fill with protein free solution from outside
the matrix causing the matrix to swell and increase the relative concentration in the ISS of low mobility fluid. When a finger compresses
this tissue, fluid rushes out of both the high and the low mobility
aqueous compartments. Since it takes a long time for the interstitial
matrix to fill by elastic recoil, a pit remains in the skin. The
third panel shows the edema produced by increasing the protein concentration in the space outside the matrix by a selective protein leak
across the capillary or by lymphatic obstruction. The increase in
oncotic pressure dehydrates the matrix and thus lowers the relative
volume occupied by the low mobility fluid--in effect changing the ISS
into more of a two phase system of water and dissolved macromolecules.
When a finger presses this, the mobility of the incompressible fluid
remains high and the pit springs back immediately revealing an edema
which is non-pitting or rubbery. Finally, the third row in Figure 4
is the situation of myxedema in which there is so much new matrix
present, that the tissue takes on the characteristics of a solid.
The finger now cannot compress the tissue demonstrating an unyielding
or brawny edema.
5. Small cation transport by diffusion is not only unimpaired
through the ISS matrix, it may proceed at a rate of twice normal (6).
Although the reasons for this augmented motion are still unclear, it
may be due to what might be called a "cation jump mechanism" similar
to the proton jump mechanism accounting for the high mobility of
hydrogen ion through aqueous media. Since the matrix is coated with
negative charge, small cations may line up through the matrix in very
close proximity forming a chain of cations. If a new cation enters
the beginning of the chain, it may impart its momentum to successive
members of the chain causing a similar cation to jump off the end of
the chain a long distance away and thus making it appear that the
cation moves at a rate much faster than would be expected by diffusion
alone.
6. Specific matrices have an affinity for binding specific
macromolecules. An example of this is that dermatan sulfate in the
skin and tendon bind atherogenic plasma lipoproteins giving rise to
fatty deposition like xanthomas.
Accumulation Disease of the ISS
From what has been said thus far, it can be seen that the major
disease of the interstitial space is due to deposition of too much unwanted substance caught up in the structure of the ISS. Occasionally
there may be too little of such substance such as lack of water
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producing dehydration. If the input function from cells and capillaries
into the ISS of any substance is too high, or the ISS clearance function is too low through the capillaries, lymphatics and specialized
tubes, accumulation and deposition of this material in the ISS will result eventually in a clinically recognizable disease. These diseases
are legion and if classified in this way account for the bulk of nontraumatic mortality in the United States today: some of them include
atherosclerosis, neoplasia (in this case the substance is a new cell
form which is either deposited too rapidly or cleared too slowly from
the ISS), immune deposition disease (such as glomerulonephritis and
hypersensitivity angiitis), tophaceous gout, dysproteinoses (such as
myeloma), calcinosis, hemosiderosis, edema, and kernicterus. In the
next section we shall list therapies which either are in current use
or are at least theoretically possible for treatment of depositional
disease in the ISS.
Therapies for depositional disease of the ISS
1. If we refer to the deposited substance as X, a mainstay of
therapy used through all ages of medicine has been to reduce X in the
diet or in parenteral inputs to the patient. In atherosclerosis we
reduce fat and carbohydrate in the diet; in edema forming states we
reduce salt in the diet and in intravenous infusions; in gout we reduce
dietary purines.
2. Block conversion of input substances into X. The classic
example of this type of therapy is to block the conversion of soluble
purine precursors to uric acid with the use of allupurinol.
3. Block the delivery of X into the ISS. At present, this is
only a theoretically possible treatment, but basic research in this area
shows its feasibility. In Figure 5 taken from the published work of
Rennke and Venkatachalam (10) one sees an electron microscopic view of
the glomerular interstitial space of a CD-strain arousewith the epithelial foot processes on top of each panel and the endothelial cell
or cells at the bottom. The mouse has been injected with an electron
dense probe molecule of ferritin which appears in these electronmicrographs as black dots. The top panel shows the distribution of injected
native ferritin with an effective molecular radius of 61 8ngstroms and
a substantially negative surface charge. For the most part it is restricted from moving into the ISS except in very small amounts. The
authors made successive modifications of the ferritin molecule rendering
the surface charge sore and more positive without affecting the molecular
radius substantially. In panels lb through ld of Figure 5 one sees the
results of injecting progressively more positive ferritin on the ability
of that ferritin to penetrate the ISS. With the most positively charged
ferritin at the bottom of the figure, virtually the whole ISS which contains the glomerular basement membrane is available for occupation by
the diffusing macromolecule. It thus appears that other things being
equal, negative charge on the probe molecule tends to exclude it from
the ISS. This may have future implications for the prevention of
antigen-antibody deposition in the glomerular basement membrane which
often leads to glomerulonephritis. Research toward this end is underway
in a number of laboratories (11, 12).
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Figure 5. Mouse glomeruli showing distribution of increasingly
positively charged ferritins from top to bottom 15 minutes after
injection. Note increasing penetration of the interstitial space
from the capillary lumen at the bottom of each panel to the urinary
space at the top of each panel. (Reprinted from Kidney International
with permission of the publisher and Drs. H. G. Hennke and M. A.
Venkatachalam.)
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4. Polymerize X into large particles to recruit the reticuloendothelial system as a clearance organ. This is a process which the
body uses to rid itself of excess albumin. Albumin is ordinarily removed by secretion into the gut where it is degraded. However, if
albumin is aggregated, it is recognized by phagocytes of the reticuloendothelial system which can provide an additional clearance pathway.
5. The chemical structure of X can be changed to enhance the
apparent diffusion constant in the ISS. A negatively charged molecule
of X might be made less negative in order to enhance its movement
through the negatively charged interstitium. Of course, any benefit
achieved through such chemical change would have to be weighed against
a possible lowering of the solubility of the substance by reducing its
total electrical charge. Obviously, this type of therapy would have
to be highly individualized and tested for each substance. The testing
of the therapy ,mightproduce counter-intuitive results. For example,
if a small negatively charged ion like urate were rendered more
positive, it would produce a precipitation -in vitro. However, in
vivo it might attach to interstitial protein and thus recruit G
lymphatic system as a major clearance pathway thus actually enhancing
the ISS clearance of urate.
6. The apparent diffusion constant of the material X in the ISS
might be augmented by altering features of the ISS itself including
its volume, charge distribution, and composition. Although not as a
mode of therapy, this phenomenon occurs frequently such as when a
Streptococcus equipped with hyaluronidase destroys the long chains of
hyaluronic acid thus converting the interstitium into a two phase
medium of only aqueous and macromolecular components. This allows
the Streptococcus to travel with enhanced rapidity over long distances.
It is conceivable that a controlled degradation of hyaluronic acid
might be used for therapy of interstitial deposition disease.
7. Lastly for this discussion, substances accumulating and precipitating in the ISS might be removed by artificial organs in an extracorporeal circuit. Exciting developments such as removal of antigenantibody complexes and other similar substances deposited in the interstitial space have already begun (13).
CONCLUSION
A variety of new optical techniques and new electronic processing
methods allowing for measurement of how molecules move through the
interstitium (14) hold great promise in the efforts of clinicians to
understand the workings of the interstitial space--an organ whose
clinical significance and parameters we are now beginning to recognize
and measure.
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